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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems are commonly used in entertainment, news,
e-commerce, and social media. Document recommendation is a new
and under-explored application area, in which both re-finding and
discovery of documents need to be supported. In this paper we pro-
vide an initial exploration of users’ experience with recommended
documents, with a focus on how prior interactions influence recog-
nition and interest. Through a field study of more than 100 users,
we investigate the effects of past interactions with recommended
documents on users’ recognition of, prior intent to open, and in-
terest in the documents. We examined different presentations of
interaction history, and the recency and richness of prior interac-
tion. We found that presentation only influenced recognition time.
Our findings also indicate that people are more likely to recognize
documents they had accessed recently and to do so more quickly.
Similarly, documents that people had interacted with more deeply
were also more frequently and quickly recognized. However, peo-
ple were more interested in older documents or those with which
they had less involved interactions. This finding suggests that in
addition to helping users quickly access documents they intend
to re-find, document recommendation can add value in helping
users discover other documents. Our results offer implications for
designing document recommendation systems that help users fulfil
different needs.
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Figure 1: Example of a document in the Basic presentation
condition where only basic properties are displayed. These
properties include an icon denoting the file type, title, au-
thor, location, and who shared the document with the user.

1 INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems have been well integrated into many as-
pects of our lives [6, 7, 25]. In many domains such as e-commerce,
entertainment, news feeds, hiring platforms, and social networks,
these systems are primarily used to help users discover new items
that might be of interest to them [11, 16, 20, 23, 33]. Document rec-
ommendation however, is a unique domain in that its chief concern
is to facilitate re-finding of user’s items [26].

In comparison with other recommendation domains, document
recommendation has been less examined with only few studies in
this area focusing on improving the accuracy of the recommender
algorithm behind the scenes [15, 26]. While the algorithm is an
important aspect of the system, knowing about the effects of other
aspects, for instance, presentation, explanations, and users’ interac-
tion with the recommended items on user experience helps with
designing more effective recommender systems.

In this work, we focus on user’s experience with recommended
documents. Because individuals and their collaborators are likely
to have had previous interactions with the document, the extent to
which they recognize the recommended documents or how useful
they find the documents may depend on these past interactions.
Inspired by previous work in personal information management
and refinding [2, 13], our study seeks to investigate the effects of
three important dimensions of users’ past interactions with docu-
ments recommended to them on their recognition of, prior intent
to open, and interest in the documents. The three dimensions are:
recency of access, richness of prior interaction, and the presentation
of interactions in document summaries.

We developed an experimental platform in which participants
were presented with a set of recommended documents, one at a time.
The recommended documents were selected from a person’s own
cloud-based document repository, and included both documents
they had created and documents that others had shared with them.
Studying user’s interaction with the recommended documents en-
abled us to investigate the following research questions:
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• RQ1: How does users’ recency of access to documents rec-
ommended to them affect their recognition, interest in the
documents, and their intent to open the documents in the
near future?

• RQ2: How does users’ richness of prior interaction with
documents recommended to them affect their recognition,
interest in the documents, and their intent to open the docu-
ments in the near future?

• RQ3: How does displaying interactions of the user and their
collaborators on the summary of recommended documents
affect their recognition and interest in the documents?

Our results indicate that the more recent the user’s last access
to a document is, the more likely they are to recognize it and more
quickly. In addition, they are more likely to have the intent to
open recent documents, compared to older ones. We observed a
similar behavior for the documents with which the users have had
more involved interactions. However, users are more interested
in older documents or those with which they have had shallower
or no interactions. These findings suggest that focusing document
recommender systems only on documents that the user intends
to open would result in missing documents that the user would
otherwise find interesting and deter us from exploring a “discovery”
space in this domain.

We did not observe a significant effect of how previous inter-
action history was summarized on outcomes. However, free-text
responses suggested that viewing the history of interactions can be
useful in recognition and in understanding the status of ongoing
editing. Future work is needed to understand under what circum-
stances displaying interaction history can improve user experience.

The main contribution of our work is an empirical understand-
ing of how three aspects of users’ past interactions - recency of
last access, richness of interaction, and presentation - impact the
effectiveness of the documents recommended to them. We study
these aspects in an environment where participants interact with
their own documents while having interactions that are not limited
to click through data obtained from usage logs only.

2 RELATEDWORK
We situate our work in prior work on personal information man-
agement, information refinding, and recommendation systems.

2.1 Personal Information Management
Personal information management (PIM) seeks to understand and
support the activities people perform to acquire, organize, maintain,
retrieve, and use personal information [18]. Personal information
can come in many forms including documents, web pages, email
messages, notes, etc. People use personal information to complete
tasks and fulfil different roles. Jones [18] outlines six ways in which
information can be personal: Owned by, about, directed toward,
sent by, experienced by, or relevant to “me”.

Several studies have looked into characterizing and supporting
personal information management strategies. One line of research
focuses on studying the role of search in personal information
management. For example, Cutrell et al. [12] argue that search
systems can alleviate the need to organize personal information
by helping us find it no matter where we encountered it, what

we remember about it, and even if we forget it exists. Bergman et
al. [4] study whether improvements in search have changed this
fundamental aspect of PIM. They also offer theoretical explanations
for differences between PIM and Internet retrieval, and suggest
alternative design directions for PIM systems. A detailed survey
of research on information seeking, information needs, and user
behavior is presented in [22].

Another thread of work focuses on personal information man-
agement in more specific domains. One domain that has received
significant attention is email. For example, Venolia et al. [31] fo-
cus on understanding activities and workflows surrounding how
people use email. Siu et al. [24] study email use in the context of
everyday work practices. They examine how users interlace email
with their day-to-day, ongoing work processes. Other studies focus
on documents. Folder navigation to retrieve documents is studied in
detail in [5]. They argue that people dedicate considerable time to
creating systematic structures to facilitate such retrieval. They also
use a predictive model to formulate the effect of folder depth and
folder size on retrieval time. An empirical study to compare two
methods of organizing documents – placing them into folders or
tagging them with labels – is described in [5]. Study results point to
the importance of designing tools that combine strengths of folders
and labels while avoiding their weaknesses.

2.2 Information Recall and Refinding
Another body of work investigates how people recall and refind
previously seen information. Research has shown that a significant
portion of an individual’s web accesses tends to be revisits [10, 27,
29]. Jones et al. [17] study how people retain web information they
have found for future use. In a user study on search, Teevan [28]
reports that what makes a search result memorable is the rank and
whether it was clicked on.

In addition to studying refinding in the context of Web search,
researchers have studied re-finding of personal information, espe-
cially with an emphasis on email. Grbovic et al. [14] show that,
with the increase of email messages over time, users tend to rely on
search for refinding emails as opposed to using human-generated
folders and tags. Dumais et al. [13] describe the design of a system
that facilitates information re-use. The system provides a unified
index of information that a person has seen, regardless of whether
it was seen as email, web page, document, etc. and uses rich con-
textual cues in the search interface. They found that that email
was the most commonly retrieved source of personal information
(e.g. files, web history, emails, etc.). More recently, researchers have
also studied re-visitation patterns [1] and refinding strategies [21]
employed by users to go back to previously seen email messages.

Other studies have been concerned with finding presentations
that help with better recognition. Cockburn et al. [9] design thumb-
nails that show a person’s interaction with webpages for instance,
by marking pages they have visited close together in time and those
they have frequently accessed. In another work, Teevan et al. [30]
examine how different representations of web pages affect refinding
and finding new information that the user has never seen before.
They find for example, that thumbnails help with refinding, but
only when the page’s thumbnail has been seen before.



2.3 Recommendation
Personalized recommendations are increasingly employed in a va-
riety of areas, most commonly in entertainment to for instance
recommend music or videos [11, 19, 32, 35], product recommen-
dation in online shopping platforms [25, 34], and social media
platforms [16, 23]. Document recommendation, on the other hand,
has not received as much attention. Guan et al. [15] studied docu-
ment recommendation in the context of social tagging. They argue
that annotating documents with freely chosen keywords (tags) can
provide meaningful collaborative semantic data which can poten-
tially be exploited by recommender systems. In more recent work,
a document recommendation system to provide quick access to
documents on the Google Drive platform was described in [26]. The
system aims to surface the most relevant documents when a user
visits the home screen. The paper reports significant productivity
gains, in terms of time to locate documents, compared to other
approaches that rely on search or browsing.

Although document recommendation is not a heavily studied
area, it can benefit from several insights in studying recommenda-
tions in other domains. For example, several papers have attempted
to model repeated consumption behavior and its impact on recom-
mender systems. Several important aspects such as item popularity,
recency of access [2], user reconsumption patterns [8] and inter-
consumption frequency [3] were highlighted.

Document recommendation is related to personal information
management, refinding and reconsumption of information and rec-
ommender systems in many ways. Most studies on personal infor-
mation management have focused on search, foldering and tagging
as a means for facilitating information access. On the other hand,
refinding and recognition of previously seen information have been
studied in the context of Web information. Less is known about the
domain of personal documents and how users’ previous interac-
tions with their documents affect their recognition. Although a vast
amount of work has looked at personalized recommendation, most
of the attention went to domains like shopping, entertainment, etc.
with recommendations for productivity in general, and document
recommendation in particular, receiving little attention.

Our work attempts to bridge this gap, while also leveraging and
drawing insights from previous work, by studying how richness of
interaction with a document, recency of access and presentation
styles affect user’s recognition of, their prior intent to open, and
their interest in the document. In this work, we incorporate con-
textual cues - user’s and their collaborators’ past interactions with
a document and their timestamps - into a document recommender
system to study if presenting such cues helps with productivity.
Furthermore, we study how presenting such context along with
the documents affects people’s interest in them.

3 METHOD
To investigate our research questions, we developed a platform
where study participants could interact with documents in their
personal cloud repository. This includes both documents that they
had created and those to which they had access (e.g., because they
were shared by a collaborator). The documents that we retrieved
resided in a document repository on cloud and were the output of
an earlier stage of an existing document recommender system that

Figure 2: Example of a document in the Advanced presenta-
tion condition where interactions are displayed in addition
to the document’s basic properties. User’s actions are differ-
entiated with a blue color. Purple shows actions that have
taken place since the user last interactedwith the document.

uses features of the user history, context, and document properties
to identify candidate documents for recommendation to the user.
Therefore, the subset we selected for the experiment from this
document was a realistic sample of recommended documents for
the user. Our study was approved by our Institutional Review Board.

3.1 Aspects of Interaction
In this paper we investigate how people’s previous history of in-
teractions with documents to which they have access affects their
recognition of, intent to open, and interest in the documents. Based
on previous work in PIM and refinding, we consider three aspects
of interaction - recency of prior interaction, richness of prior inter-
action, and presentation of interaction history.

As described in more detail below, we experimentally varied
how the history of prior interactions was presented. Since we were
working with people’s own documents, we could not manipulate
how they had previously interacted with them, so we systemati-
cally selected documents that spanned different time horizons of
interaction and richness of interaction.

3.1.1 Recency of Interaction. To study the effect of last access time,
we compare outcome measures for documents that the user has
accessed recently or in the more distant past.

Specifically we consider:
• the last 24 hours (Today)
• 1-7 days ago (Last Week)
• more than 7 days ago (Older)
• never accessed (Never)

3.1.2 Richness of Interaction. To examine richness of interaction,
we consider how people and their collaborators previously inter-
acted with the documents. We compare active engagement (e.g.,
editing/commenting), only reading, and no prior interaction.



Specifically we consider:
• contributed to the document at some point in the past by
editing, commenting, replying to a comment, or mentioning
someone in a comment (Contribute)

• only opened the document (Open Only)
• never opened the document (No Interaction)

3.1.3 Presentation. To investigate how presenting past interac-
tions with the document affect users’ recognition, prior intent to
open, and interest in the document, we created two presentation
conditions: Basic and Advanced. In the Basic presentation (see Fig-
ure 1), for each document we showed only the basic properties in
the document tile: an icon denoting the document type, title, author,
location, and who, if anyone, has shared the document with the
user. In the Advanced presentation (see Figure 2), we displayed a
summary of the past interactions of the user and their collaborators
in addition to the basic properties. These past interactions were
broken into 5 segments: the last interaction the participant has had
with the document, names of the people including the participant
who have edited the document, names of those who have com-
mented on the document, names of people who have replied to a
comment by the participant or those to whom the participant has
replied, and names of people who have mentioned the participant
in the document or those the participant has mentioned. Next to
each set of actions, we also displayed a timestamp for the most
recent action in that set. The participant’s actions were highlighted
by a blue color. Those actions that had taken place since the par-
ticipant last interacted with the document were indicated with a
purple color. Not all documents in the Advanced condition had
every action taken place on them, in which case the segment for
the missing action was simply not displayed. If the participant had
never interacted with the document, the last interaction segment
would show the message “You have never opened the document”.

3.2 Document Selection
By logging into our platform, study participants enabled the client
to access, on their behalf, the metadata of up to 100 documents in
their cloud repository as well as their history of interaction with
each document and that of their collaborators. The 100 documents
were the output of an earlier stage of an existing document rec-
ommender system that from all the documents the user has access
to, selects a few to recommend to the user. This list is compiled by
ranking all documents, to which the user has access, by the time
they were touched by the user or other collaborators. Note that
some of these 100 documents were created by the participant and
others were owned by others but shared with the participant.

After a participant consented to the study, our platform would
request the participant’s 100 most recently touched documents and
the history of past interactions for each. From this set, we then
selected a subset to present to the users to test recognition, intent to
open, and interest. Because we were interested in how recognition
varies by the richness of prior interaction with the document and
the recency of access, we wanted to sample documents that spanned
these dimensions. To do so, we separated participant’s documents
into 4 recency of access partitions (see section 3.1.1), and 3 richness
of interaction partitions (see section 3.1.2). From each partition, we
randomly sampled 4 documents and added them to the set of the

Table 1: Distributions of participants’ documents across con-
ditions. The columns show the recency of last access to the
document. The rows represent the richness of interaction.
The greyed-out cells are not applicable.

Never Older Last Week Today
No Interaction 335
Open Only 436 164 77
Contribute 373 160 92

Figure 3: The flow of questions for each document in the
study. The blue text represents participant’s response.

documents that were displayed to the user during the experiment. If
a partition for a participant contained fewer than 4 documents, we
selected all the documents within that partition. Participants who
had 4 or more documents in each partition would be presented with
28 recommended documents to judge. Table 1 shows the distribution
of participants’ documents across all recency of access and richness
of prior interaction conditions in our study.

3.3 Study Design and Procedure
We expected the distribution of users’ documents along the two axes
of recency and richness of interaction to be different across users.
Therefore, to have a finer control and amore balanced dataset across
the 3 factors of our study, we used a within-subjects design where
for each user, we randomly split the documents from each of the 7
interaction and recency conditions in half and assigned half from
each to the Basic presentation and the other half to the Advanced
presentation. Documents were presented one at a time. Participants
interacted with a block of documents in one presentation followed
by documents in the other presentation. The order of presentation
blocks was determined randomly for each participant.

After consenting to the study, the participants read the task
instructions and were shown an example document along with
explanations for the different parts of the interface. Participants
were informed that they could open each document by clicking on
its title if they needed to, although they were not encouraged to do
so. The instructions specified that they would be shown a series of
documents one at a time and asked a few questions for each through
a form. Figure 3 depicts the flow of questions. For each document,
the form asked whether the user recognized the document, to which
they clicked either “Yes” or “No”. Participants were informed that
we were also interested in how long it took them to recognize the
document. To encourage more normal interactions, the instructions



specified that the purpose was not to test the participant but rather
the system and that they should not feel pressured into selecting an
answer before they had made a decision. If the participant stated
that they did recognize the documents, the form would follow
up with another question asking whether they had planned on
accessing the file that day or the near future. If the participants
specified that they did not recognize the file or that they had not
intended to access the document, the form would ask whether they
would be interested in accessing the document in the future now
that they had seen it. In addition to the yes/no responses, the form
asked for elaboration via free-text fields.

Throughout the experiment, we logged participants’ responses,
de-identified file metadata, and their interaction with the website
including how long they took to select an answer for the recognition
questions and whether they opened any file by clicking on its title.

Following the experiment, participants completed a demograph-
ics survey. At the study’s conclusion, the platform asked whether
the participant wished to revoke their consent for participating
in the study. Because the study data was de-identified from the
beginning, we could not link study data to an individual once the
session for that participant was over.

3.4 Participants
We recruited participants by sending an invitation to a random
set of employees within a large technology company. A total of
108 participants completed the study of which we discarded the
responses from 2 participants because they had very few docu-
ments. 29% of the remaining participants were female. They were
distributed across a wide age range with a median of 35-44 years.
The median of the highest education achieved was a Bachelor’s
degree. Participants came from a diverse set of roles within the
company including: software development, program management,
sales, marketing, administrative assistance, IT support, finance,
retail, content writing, etc.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first report on the main effects of 3 aspects of interaction - users’
recency of last access to the document, richness of their past interac-
tions with it, and the presentation of such interactions - on outcome
measures. We then proceed to discuss the interaction effects of the
factors that have significant main effects on the outcomes.

We consider four outcome measures. When we examine recogni-
tion, we discuss our results with relation to two outcome measures:
recognition ratio – among all documents presented to the partici-
pants, what proportion they recognized and recognition time – how
long it took participants to decide whether they recognize the docu-
ments presented to them. The two other outcome measures that we
examine are: the users’ prior intent to open documents that they rec-
ognized, and their interest in documents that they did not recognize
or did not have prior intent to open. The intent to openmeasure is a
way to examine documents that the participant wanted to open and
for quickly accessing which they might use a recommender system.
The interest measure seeks to identify documents that participants
were not explicitly looking for but may be interested to discover.

Our dataset contained responses for 1637 files of which we in-
cluded 1613 in our analyses. We discarded 34 responses for which

Figure 4: Distribution of recognition time – how long partici-
pants took to decide whether they recognize the documents
– across all recency of access, richness of interaction, and
presentation conditions.

the recognition time was more than 2 standard deviations above
the mean as outliers [µ = 6576.63, σ = 11240.86 milliseconds]. The
distribution of recognition time for the filtered dataset across all
conditions is shown in Figure 4. To analyze the measure of intent
to open and interest, we looked at that portion of the dataset for
which these questions were answered (1168 documents for intent
to open, 1163 for interest).

To investigate how different factors affect the outcome measures,
we developed several (generalized) linear mixed effects models with
the factor as the independent variable. In all our models, we con-
sidered participant as a random factor to account for variation in
the outcome caused by an individual rather than the experimental
factor. Each user would therefore have its own random intercept
in the model, the parameters for which are estimated in addition
to the coefficient for the experimental (fixed) factor. When testing
recognition, intent, or interest the outcome measure, we used the
function “glmer” from the R package “lme4” to define the model
and fit it to our data. Because recognition, interest, and intent are
Boolean-valued outcomes, we used the family function “Binomial”
with the link “logit” to define models with these measures as depen-
dent variables. The logit of the response variable, rather than the
response variable itself, was used to accommodate the assumption
of linear models that the residuals are normally distributed. When
testing time which is a continuous-valued outcome, we used the
function “lmer” from “lme4” to define the model.

Throughout this section, we present figures showing outcome
means across different conditions. The error bars in these figures
are standard errors around the mean.When we include participants’
free-text responses, we identify each participant with an identifier
of the form “p” + number.

4.1 Recency of Access
Figure 5 shows the recognition ratio and recognition time for each
of the recency conditions. Figure 6 displays interest and intent to
open the documents per recency condition. A Wald Chi-Square test
on the fitted model to recognition as the dependent variable and
recency of last access as the independent variable indicated that



Figure 5: Recognition ratio and time per recency conditions.

Figure 6: Ratio of documents that participants had a prior
intent to open in the near future and those they deemed in-
teresting across recency of access conditions.

Table 2: Pairwise comparison of recognition, recognition
time, interest, and intent to open between adjacent recency
conditions

Outcome Recency conditions z values

Recognition
Never vs Older z=-8.18, p<0.01
Older vs Last Week z=-5.25, p<0.01
Last Week vs Today z=-2.07, p=0.11

Recognition Time
Never vs Older z=3.80, p<0.01
Older vs Last Week z=4.30, p<0.01
Last Week vs Today z=0.65, p=0.87

Interest
Never vs Older z=2.33, p=0.06
Older vs Last Week z=-0.66, p=0.87
Last Week vs Today z=1.74, p=0.22

Intent to Open
Never vs Older z=-1.02, p=0.65
Older vs Last Week z=-6.49, p<0.01
Last Week vs Today z=-5.32, p<0.01

recency of last access has a significant effect on recognition [χ2(3) =
154.61, p < 0.01]. We performed similar tests for recognition time,
interest, and intent [χ2(3) = 62.30, p < 0.01 for recognition time,
χ2(3) = 8.74, p = 0.03 for interest, χ2(3) = 125.79, p < 0.01 for
intent], all of whichwere also statistically significant. For significant
effects, we then performed post hoc multiple comparisons tests

using the function “glht” from the R package “multcomp” with
Tukey adjustment. Table 2 shows the pairwise comparisons.

The results suggest that the more recent participants’ last access
to the document is, the more likely they are to recognize the docu-
ment and take less time to do so. Interestingly, users also recognize
those documents they have never opened more than 45% of the
time. To gain more insight into why users recognize documents
they have never interacted with, we analyzed participants’ free-text
responses. Some responses indicated that users in fact know about
such documents from outside channels: “[I recognized the document
from] title and author, the file name is the same as a topic that was
mentioned to me in a hallway conversation” (p127 - Basic presenta-
tion), or that users have seen the documents but deferred opening
them to a later time or have simply ignored them because they were
not considered relevant at the time: “The title and the author [who]
had sent this document around via email...It has reminded me that I
should probably review this.” ) (p72 - Advanced presentation).

Participants are also more likely to have the intent to open recent
documents compared to older ones. This could be because the older
documents are no longer relevant to their currently active projects
or those documents had not been of interest to them in the first
place. However, participants seemed to be more interested in older
documents and the ones they had never opened. In some cases, peo-
ple knew about the document, but needed to be reminded: “Need
to refresh my memory on why the author shared it with me.” (p77 –
Basic presentation), lost the document in the cloud: “Author left the
company and I was looking for it to save in my own OneDrive.” (p22 -
Basic presentation), wanted to know about the recent changes to
the document: “Curious to know when this document was last edited -
does it have the latest results?” (p25 – Basic presentation), or encoun-
tering the document reminded them of a task: “The doc reminded
me that I need to start to prepare for the October [PROJECT NAME]
meeting. Some of the material from the current doc will go into the
Oct doc.” (p86 – Basic presentation). In other cases they were not
aware of the document but the information on the document tile
intrigued them. This interest sometimes arose from information
related to the content: “I didn’t know there was a functional spec for
this particular feature.” (p72 – Advanced presentation), and some-
times referred to other people who collaborated on the document:
“Author is a peer of mine, last edits has someone in my org chain.” (p70
– Advanced presentation). Interestingly, 38% of the documents that
users assessed as interesting to access, were documents that they
did not recognize. The rest were documents that they did recognize
but had not planned to access.

4.2 Richness of Prior Interaction
Figure 7 displays recognition ratio and time across richness of
interaction conditions. Figure 8 presents prior intent to open and
interest for the same conditions. Similar to the tests for recency
of last access, we performed Wald Chi-Square tests on the fitted
model to our data to explain our outcome measures with richness
of interaction as the independent variable. The tests showed that
richness of prior interaction indeed has a significant effect on how
likely participants are to recognize their documents [χ2(2) = 182.36,
p < 0.01], how long it takes them to recognize the document
[χ2(2) = 60.97, p < 0.01], whether they intend to open it [χ2(2) =



Figure 7: Recognition ratio and time per interaction condi-
tions.

Figure 8: Ratio of documents that participants had a prior
intent to open in the near future and those they deemed in-
teresting across richness of interaction conditions.

Table 3: Pairwise comparison of recognition, recognition
time, interest, and intent to open between adjacent interac-
tion conditions

Outcome Interaction Conditions z values

Recognition None vs Open Only z=-6.66, p<0.01
Open Only vs Contribute z=-9.26, p<0.01

Recognition Time None vs Open Only z=3.39, p<0.01
Open Only vs Contribute z=5.17, p<0.01

Interest None vs Open Only z=1.25, p=0.36
Open Only vs Contribute z=2.54, p=0.02

Intent to Open None vs Open Only z=-3.22, p<0.01
Open Only vs Contribute z=-2.43, p=0.03

23.79, p < 0.01], and whether they find the document interesting
[χ2(2) = 12.00,p < 0.01]. Table 3 displays the pairwise comparisons
for these measures across interaction conditions.

The results indicate that the more involved the participants’
interaction with the document has been, the more likely they are to
recognize the document and take less time to do so. Interestingly,
users recognize the documents they have only opened less than
70% of the time. Furthermore, participants are more likely to intend
to open the documents with which they have had more involved
interactions. However, it is the documents with which participants

Figure 9: Recognition ratio and time across Advanced and
Basic presentation conditions.

have had shallower interactions that they find interesting. Reasons
for this interest were similar to those enumerated for the older
documents in the previous section.

One alternative explanation for the high recognition ratio and
the low recognition time for the documents in the contribute con-
dition is that contribution can be an ongoing continuous activity.
Therefore, the length of interaction and not the nature of that in-
teraction may be responsible for the high recognition rate. To test
this hypothesis, we separated out the files to which the user had
contributed only once (169 documents). We then fit the model to
the data from these files and the files the user had only opened
and included recognition as a dependent variable. The interaction
condition (open only or contribute once) served as the independent
variable. A Wald Chi-Square test performed on the model revealed
that effect of these conditions on recognition is indeed significant
[χ2(1) = 15.39, p < 0.01]. A post hoc pairwise comparison indi-
cated that users are more likely to recognize the documents they
have contributed to even only once, compared to those documents
they have ever only opened [z = 3.92, p < 0.01].

While contribution by itself can boost recognition, it is possi-
ble that it is correlated with more frequent Open actions which
may serve as another reason why the documents the user has con-
tributed to have such high recognition rates. To test this hypothesis,
we constructed a model from the open only and contribute once
conditions. We considered document opening frequency as the de-
pendent variable and the interaction condition as the independent
variable. A Wald Chi-Square test showed that interaction condition
does not have a significant effect on how frequently the users open
the documents [χ2(1) = 2.96, p = 0.09].

4.3 Presentation
Figure 9 shows recognition ratio and time for documents in the
presentation conditions Advanced vs Basic across all recency and
interaction conditions. Figure 10 shows users’ prior intent to open
documents and their interest in them across the two presentations.
We performed Wald Chi-Square tests on the fitted model to the
data to explain the outcomes with presentation as the independent
variable. The tests showed that presentation has a significant effect
on recognition time [χ2(1) = 35.80, p < 0.01]. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 9, the recognition time is higher for the Advanced presentation.
This observation is expected because in the Advanced condition,
there is more text to read and process on the document tile.



Figure 10: Ratio of documents that participants had a prior
intent to open in the near future and those they deemed in-
teresting across presentation conditions.

However, the effects of presentation on recognition, prior intent
to open, and interest were not significant [χ2(1) = 1.40,p = 0.24 for
recognition, χ2(1) = 0.17,p = 0.68 for intent, χ2(1) = 1.23,p = 0.27
for interest]. Because a user’s prior intent to open a document
should not depend on the presentation, we did not expect an effect
of presentation for that measure.

We were surprised to not see an effect for Basic vs. Advanced pre-
sentations on recognition ratio. To gain a deeper understanding of
how viewing actions of other collaborators influences recognition,
we narrowed our dataset down to those documents on which any of
the Edit, Comment, Reply, or Mention actions had been performed
by the participant’s collaborators because in the Advanced condi-
tion, these actions would be displayed on the document tile. The
filtered dataset consists of 1022 documents. Similar to the results for
the entire dataset, there was no significant difference in recognition
across the two presentation conditions in this partition of the data
[χ2(1) = 2.09, p = 0.15].

We further analyzed participants’ free-text responses to gain
a deeper insight into presentation elements that help with recog-
nition. We found that document title and author were the most
cited cues for recognition in either presentation condition: “The file
name is a common pattern that we use for team meetings, and the
author [NAME] is a colleague.” (p127 - Basic presentation), “Name is
pretty self-explanatory. The author’s name is familiar and confirmed
the larger context in my recall for the document. The information
that I last accessed it 7 months ago is additional information for the
context/recall.” (p163 - Advanced presentation). Some participant
responses however, indicated that viewing interaction-related con-
texts along with the document can be useful: “I see others have been
editing this long after I left my comments. I’d be curious to see what
state the document is in now.” (p166), “unlikely to be related to my
immediate tasks. not recently edited by people related to my immedi-
ate tasks or workgroup.” (p161), “Even though I don’t recognize the
document, I see that I opened it in the past, so I am curious about the
content and the context.” (p25) all in the Advanced presentation.

4.4 Interaction Effects
We observed that both recency of last access and richness of inter-
action affect recognition ratio and recognition time. In Figures 11
and 12 we present how these measures are affected by the interac-
tion of the two factors. One interesting observation from the figures
is that users can recognize documents to which they contributed

Figure 11: Recognition ratio across recency and interaction
conditions.

Figure 12: Recognition time across recency and interaction
conditions.

Figure 13: Recognition time across all presentation, recency,
and interaction conditions.

more than a week ago at a proportion as high as those that they
have opened within the last 24 hours. In addition, users recognize
documents to which they contributed longer than a week ago as
fast as those they opened within the past week.

Because all factors of last access, richness of interaction, and pre-
sentation impacted recognition time, we present how recognition
time varies by the interaction of these 3 factors (see Figure 13).

4.5 Document Type
Although the selection criteria for users’ documents did not include
document type, it is possible that file type has an effect on our



Figure 14: Recognition ratio and time per different file types.

Figure 15: Intent to open and interest per different file types.

outcome measures. Figure 14 presents how recognition rate and
time vary by document type. Figure 15 shows users’ intent to open
and interest per document type. Wald Chi-Square tests suggest that
file type does in fact impact recognition and interest [χ2(3) = 31.20,
p < 0.01 for recognition, χ2(3) = 7.29, p = 0.06 for recognition
time, χ2(3) = 9.11, p = 0.03 for interest]. However, it does not
appear to affect intent to open [ χ2(3) = 3.10, p = 0.38].

A possible explanation for the lower recognition rate for PDFs
could be that PDFs may serve as short-lived references. In contrast,
other types of documents tend to evolve and therefore, may have a
longer lifespan and relevance to the user’s immediate work. The
evolving of files surfaces especially in participants’ responses about
Excel files, which tend to be used for long-term book keeping: “Us-
ing this for current do do list items, it’s a live tracking doc” (p61),
“will continue to use this file throughout the year for tracking pur-
poses” (p146). Because our participants’ documents do not contain
enough PDFs for which they answered the questions related to
intent and interest, we cannot test this hypothesis. Future work is
needed to understand consumption patterns for different types of
recommended documents.

Although the difference in outcomes across file types is sugges-
tive, our dataset does not contain equal number of documents of
different types, and does not have a uniform distribution of file
types across our experimental factors. Future work can further test
this factor through a controlled experiment.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Our study investigated the effect of three dimensions of users’
past interactions with documents recommended to them on their
recognition of, prior intent to open, and interest in the documents.

Our results indicate that the more recent users’ last access to a
document is, they are more likely to recognize the document and in
a shorter time. Users are also more likely to intend to open recent
documents compared to older ones, potentially because recent doc-
uments may be more relevant to their ongoing projects. However,
they find older documents, that they did not intend to open, more
interesting when recommended to them. A similar pattern existed
for the richness of user’s past interactions with documents. If the
user’s past interactions with the document have beenmore involved
(e.g., they edited the document in the past rather than having only
opened it), they recognize the document with a higher probability,
in a shorter time, and are more likely to intend to open it. However,
those documents the user has had less involved interactions with
are rated as more interesting for future access or discovery.

Our experiments on displaying past actions of users and their
collaborators on the document tile did not yield a significant dif-
ference in recognition across conditions. However, it could be that
our design of presenting such interactions or their granularity led
to presentations that were not effective. Because we did not have
access to the content of the documents, we could not reveal more
context around the interactions for instance, by displaying that a
certain collaborator has added or removed a section. Nevertheless,
analyzing participants’ free-text responses suggested that at times
they find such context useful. Future research can further study
under what circumstances displaying users’ past interactions can
be useful, for instance by investigating cases where there is close
and constant collaboration on a document.

One of the most interesting findings of this work is characteriz-
ing the different scenarios a document recommender system needs
to support. The study showed that users were interested in two
types of recommendations. In some cases, they knew about a docu-
ment and needed to get back to it. In this case, the recommendations
helped them revisit known items more effectively. In other cases,
they were not aware of the document but the information on the
document tile intrigued them to access it. This observation sug-
gests that document recommendation systems should support both
re-finding known items and discovery of new ones and has im-
plications for designing ranking algorithms that can support both
scenarios. It also has implications for choosing the best way of
presenting and explaining the recommendation to users.

Finally, our study had some limitations that could be addressed
in future work. Although we used users’ own documents, we did
not capture their natural reasons for consuming recommended doc-
uments. For instance, we did not simulate whether people were
turning to the document recommender to satisfy an acute infor-
mation need (e.g., looking for a specific document to work on), or
to discover new content. Such a setup is difficult to simulate in
a field or lab study, and would require a large scale randomized
deployment of different treatments. To alleviate this, we asked the
user whether they had an intent to access the document to establish
whether the intent to access the file had existed at the time of the
study. Additionally, even though our study had over 100 partici-
pants who were able to access their own documents from their own
machines, all participants were recruited from a single organization
which could limit the generalizability of the findings. To partially
address this, we included participants from various job roles (e.g.,
sales, software development, administrative, content writing, etc.).
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